ADEPT MEDICAL STATEMENT OF WARRANTY
FOR TABLE ACCESSORIES

DISCLAIMER
The table accessories (includes STARBoard/STARTable/Antegrade IR Platform/Retrograde IR Platform/ArmSure/Drape Support/Overhead Arm Support/Lower Leg Support) are designed for specific medical procedures and should only be used by clinicians trained in such.
The manufacturer will not be held responsible for failures caused by accidents, abuse, alteration, modification, misuse or improper care.

WARRANTY
Adept Medical Ltd warrants to the original purchaser that its products are free from defects in materials or workmanship and shall function as intended for a period of two (2) years from the date of purchase (invoice date); provided the product is used for its specific intended use following the STARSystem/STARBoard/Antegrade IR Platform/Retrograde IR Platform/ArmSure/Drape Support/Overhead Arm Support/Lower Leg Support prescribed instructions for use.
There are no other express warranties beyond the terms of this Limited warranty.

RETURNS POLICY
Adept Medical Ltd will accept product returns and provide you with a replacement or repair;

• If you are not satisfied with the product within 30 days, we will refund in full if the product is returned in the original packaging. Shipping (International or within New Zealand) expenses either way are non-refundable.
• If the goods you receive are faulty, we will replace those goods if they are returned to our warehouse within 30 days of purchase.
• After 30 days returns and refunds are subject to the Manufacturer’s warranty.

Adept Medical Ltd reserves the right to:

• Assess the condition and age of the returned goods prior to providing a repair or replacement. This may result in the repair or replacement being refused.

For repairs go to link www.adeptmedical.com/repairs
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